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Abstract
In this paper, we establish a basic representation and a representation theorem for the outer
inverse A.2/
T ;S
of a matrix A, which is the matrix X satisfying
XAX D X; R.X/ D T and N.X/ D S:
We develop several specific representations and iterative methods for A.2/T ;S . We show that this
representation includes many of the traditional generalized inverses and outer inverses, and
the relation of our results to these outer inverses will be explored. © 2000 Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Groetsch [13, p. 45, Theorem 2.1.4] gave a basic representation of the Moore–
Penrose inverse T C of a bounded linear operator T 2L.H1;H2/ with closed range
R.T /
T C D eT −1T ; (1.1)
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where eT D T T jR.T / is the restriction of T T to R.T /, and H1;H2 are Hilbert
spaces. After establishing a representation theorem for T C [13, pp. 56–58, Theorem
2.3.1], he developed several specific representations and computational procedures
for T C and gave the corresponding error bounds.
For two well-known generalized inverses of matrices, the Moore–Penrose inverse
AC of A 2 Cmn and the Drazin inverse A.d/ of A 2 Cnn, various representations
and iterative methods have been obtained. We list several related results as follows.
Ben-Israel and Greville [1, p. 174, Exercise 40] gave a limit representation for
AC
AC D lim
z!0.zI C A
A/−1A: (1.2)
Campbell and Meyer [2, p. 136, Theorem 7.6.1] gave a limit representation for
A.d/
A.d/ D lim
z!0.zI C A
lC1/−1Al; (1.3)
where l > k D index.A/, and obtained implicitly the representation [2, p.1; 22,
Definition 7.2.2]
A.d/ D .AjR.Ak//−1PR.Ak/;N.Ak/; (1.4)
where A and A.d/ are the linear transformations induced by the matrices A and A.d/,
respectively.
Another representation for A.d/
A.d/ D .AkC1jR.Ak//−1Ak (1.5)
has been presented by Wei [21], where k D index.A/.
Rao and Mitra [18, pp. 62–63, Theorem 3.5.1 and Corollary 1] established the
Neumann-type expansions for AC
ACD
1X
kD0
.I − AA/kA (1.6a)
D
1X
kD0
A.I − AA/k; (1.6b)
where 0 <  < 2kAk−22 .
Ben-Israel and Greville [1, pp. 290–305] studied exhausively the first-order itera-
tion
XkC1 D Xk C X0.I − AXk/; k D 0; 1; : : : (1.7)
and the pth-order .p > 2/ iteration
XkC1 D Xk
2
4p−1X
jD0
.I − AXk/j
3
5 ; k D 0; 1; : : : (1.8)
for AC, with the initial approximation X0 D ABA for some B.
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In addition, the Neumann-type expansions and the iterative methods for
f1; 2g-, f2; 3g-, and f2; 4g-inverses have also been established.
Tanabe [20] proved that every reflexive generalized inverse (i.e., f1; 2g-inverse)
has the Neumann-type expansions
1X
kD0
.I − XA/kX; (1.9a)
and
1X
kD0
X.I − AX/k; (1.9b)
where X is an appropriate matrix, based on which he gave the pth-order hyperpower
iterative methods for reflexive inverses
XkC1 D
p−1X
jD0
.I − XkA/jXk; (1.10a)
and
XkC1 D
p−1X
jD0
Xk.I − AXk/j ; (1.10b)
starting from the initial matrix X0 D X.
Monch [17] proved that the second-order iteration
XkC1 D Xk C Xk.I − AXk/; k D 0; 1; : : : ; (1.11)
where X0 D Z.AZ/ with 0 <  < 2kAZk−22 is convergent, and its limit matrix
X D Z.AZ/C is a f2; 3g-, or f1; 2; 3g-inverse of A, or AC. When X0 D .ZA/Z
with 0 <  < 2kZAk−22 , he proved the similar results.
Recently, Stanimirovic and Djordjevic [19], based on the above Neumann-type
expansions (1.9a) and (1.9b), developed a similar result for f1; 2; 3g- and f1; 2; 4g-
inverses.
The above-mentioned many results motivate us to investigate the outer inverse
A
.2/
T ;S of A 2 Cmn, since we have observed that the most, if not all, of the traditional
generalized inverses are outer inverses of the form A.2/T ;S , and moreover, the reflexive
inverses, f2; 3g- and f2; 4g-inverses are also outer inverses of the form A.2/T ;S . The
outer inverse A.2/T ;S of A 2 Cmn is the matrix X 2 Cnm satisfying
XAX D X; R.X/ D T and N.X/ D S:
In this paper we will establish a basic representation for A.2/T ;S , based on this we
will present several specific representations and iterative methods for A.2/T ;S . Using
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the results on the inverse A.2/T ;S , we will develop representations and iterations for
these traditional generalized inverses and the other outer inverses.
We adopt in this paper the same notations on generalized inverses of matrices and
projectors as those in [1]. Additionally, k.X/ denotes any eigenvalue of the matrix
X, .X/ the spectrum of X, .X/ the spectral radius of X, and kXk2 and kXkF denote
the spectral norm and the Frobenius norm of X, respectively.
A fundamental lemma is needed in what follows.
Lemma 1.1 T1, pp. 61–62, Theorem 12U. Let A 2 Cmn, rank A D r and let T and
S be subspaces of Cn and Cm, respectively, with dim T D dim S? D t 6 r . Then, A
has a f2g-inverse X such that R.X/ D T and N.X/ D S if and only if
AT  S D Cm; (1.12a)
in which case X is unique. (This X is denoted by A.2/T ;S .)
Remark 1.1. Let A; T , and S be same as above. Then the condition (1.12a) is equiv-
alent to each of the following:
AS?  T ? D Cn; (1.12b)
PS?AT D S?; (1.12c)
PT A
S? D T : (1.12d)
Remark 1.2. We have the following formulas:
AA
.2/
T ;S D PAT;S and A.2/T ;SA D PT;.AS?/? : (1.13)
2. Representation and approximation of A.2/
T ;S
In this section, we will establish a basic representation and develop several
specific representations and iterative methods for the inverse A.2/T ;S .
Throughout this section, we let A; T ; and S be as in Lemma 1.1, and assume the
conditions (1.12a)–(1.12d) are valid. In addition, let Y 2 Cnm be such that
R.Y / D T and N.Y / D S: (2.0)
It is known that if the matrix A 2 Cmn, then relative to the standard bases of Cn
and Cm;A induces a (unique) linear transformation A 2L.Cn; Cm/: Similarly, the
matrix Y 2 Cnm and the outer inverse A.2/T ;S 2 Cnm induce the linear transforma-
tions Y 2L.Cm; Cn/ and A.2/T ;S 2L.Cm; Cn/ relative to the standard bases of Cm
and Cn, respectively. It is easy to verify that A.2/T ;S is the outer inverse of A with the
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range T and null space S. Whenever we go from one of A (respectively Y, and A.2/T ;S)
or A (respectively Y, and A.2/T ;S) to the other, it is to be understood that it is relative
to the standard bases of Cn and Cm.
Using the linear transformation Y 2L.Cm; Cn/ and the restriction of YA 2
L.Cn; Cn/ to the subspace T, the inverse A.2/T ;S can be represented as follows.
Theorem 2.1. If we set B D YAjT , then the inverse A.2/T ;S has the representation
A.2/T ;S D B−1Y: (2.1)
Proof. We first show that B is a one-to-one linear transformation from T onto T.
In fact, if t1; t2 2 T are such that Bt1 D Bt2, i.e., YAt1 D YAt2, then t1 − t2 2 T \
N.YA/ D T \ R.AY/? D T \ .AS?/? D f0g by (1.12b). Thus t1 D t2. More-
over, for a given t0 2 T , we have t0 D Yy0 for some y0 2 Cm. Using (1.12a), there
are Qt 2 T and Qs 2 S, such that y0 D AQt C Qs, from which it follows that t0 D YAQt D
BQt . This proves that B is invertible on the subspace T.
Now write X D B−1Y. It is easily seen that R.X/ D T and N.X/ D S, and we
can get
XAXy D B−1YAXy D Xy for all y 2 Cm;
proving XAX D X. Therefore the proof of the representation (2.1) is completed. 
We now use the representation (2.1) to give a representation theorem for A.2/T ;S .
Theorem 2.2. Let the restriction B D YAjT have the distinct eigenvalues k with
index mk; k D 1; : : : ; s. Additionally, if S.x/ D 1=x, let each member of the family
fS.x/g of scalar-valued functions be defined on .B/, and suppose the conditions
lim
!γ S
.j/
 .k/ D S.j/.k/; k D 1; : : : ; s; j D 0; : : : ;mk − 1 (2.2)
are valid. Then
A.2/T ;S D lim
!γ S.B/Y (2.3)
with respect to every matrix norm. Moreover, for a given " > 0, there is a matrix
norm k  k such that
kA.2/T ;S − S.B/Yk 6 T sup
x2.B/
jxS.x/ − 1j C "UkA.2/T ;Sk: (2.4)
Proof. Applying the spectral theorem given in [10, p. 104], we can obtain
lim
!γ S.B/ D S.B/ D B
−1;
from which the representation (2.3) follows by Theorem 2.1.
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Note that because Y D BA.2/T ;S , we have
S.B/Y − A.2/T ;S D TS.B/B − IUA.2/T ;S; (2.5)
and since
.S.B/B − I/ D sup
x2.B/
jxS.x/ − 1j;
the error estimation (2.4) can be obtained. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.1. If S.B/B is Hermitian, then, instead of (2.4), we have
kA.2/T ;S − S.B/Yk2 6 T sup
x2.B/
jxS.x/ − 1jUkA.2/T ;Sk2: (2.6)
We will state a property of the eigenvalues of the restriction B D YAjT , which is
useful later on.
Suppose fu1; : : : ; ut g and futC1; : : : ; ung are the orthonormal bases of T and T ?,
respectively. Then the matrix representation of YA 2L.Cn; Cn/ relative to the new
basis fu1; : : : ; ung of Cn is the matrix UYAU , where U D Tu1; : : : ; unU is a unitary
matrix, i.e.,
YATu1; : : : ; ut ; utC1; : : : ; unU D Tu1; : : : ; ut ; utC1; : : : ; unUUYAU: (2.7)
Write U1 D Tu1; : : : ; ut U and U2 D TutC1; : : : ; unU, and note that U2 Y D 0, we
can get
YATU1U D TU1UU1 YAU1; (2.8)
which means that the matrix representation of the restriction B D YAjT relative to
the basis fu1; : : : ; ut g of T is the nonsingular matrix U1 YAU1. Since the nonzero
eigenvalues, counting multiplicity, of a product of two matrices are independent of
the order of these two factors, see [16, p. 53, Theorem 1.3.20], and note that U1U1 D
PT and PT Y D Y , so that the matrix U1 YAU1 has the same nonzero eigenvalues,
counting multiplicity, as U1U1 YA D YA as well as AU1U1 Y D AY .
Similarly, note that .A.2/T ;S/ D .A/.2/S?;T ?; R.Y / D S?, and N.Y / D T ?, it fol-
lows that the restriction YAjS? is invertible on S?, and it has the same nonzero
eigenvalues, counting multiplicity, as Y A as well as AY .
Thus we have proved the next theorem.
Theorem 2.3. The restrictions B D YAjT and YAjS? have the same nonzero ei-
genvalues, counting multiplicity, as YA (or AY) and as Y A (or AY ), respectively.
Now we proceed to establish several specific representations and iterative meth-
odsfor A.2/T ;S.
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We first state the limit representation of A.2/T ;S .
Corollary 2.1. Let Y 2 Cnm satisfy the condition (2.0). Then
A
.2/
T ;S D lim
z!0.zI C YA/
−1Y (2.9a)
D lim
z!0 Y .zI C AY/
−1; (2.9b)
where z ! 0 means that z tends to 0 through any neighborhood of 0 in C which
excludes the nonzero eigenvalues of −YA (or −AY ). Moreover, for a given " > 0,
there exists a matrix norm k  k such that
kA.2/T ;S − .zI C YA/−1Yk 6
2
4 jzj
min
k.YA/ =D0
jz C k.YA/j C "
3
5 kA.2/T ;Sk: (2.9c)
In particular, if YA (or AY) is Hermitian nonnegative definite and if z > 0, then
kA.2/T ;S − .zI C YA/−1Yk2 6
z
z C m kA
.2/
T ;Sk2; (2.9d)
where m denotes the minimal positive eigenvalue of YA (or AY).
Proof. Write S.x/ D 1=x, and Sz.x/ D 1=.x C z/, where z =D −x. Let the distinct
eigenvalues of B be k with index mk; k D 1; : : : ; s. For every fixed z =D −k , Sz.x/
is defined on .B/, and the conditions
S
.j/
z .k/ −! S.j/.k/ as z ! 0; k D 1; : : : ; s; j D 0; : : : ;mk − 1
are valid, so that
A.2/T ;S D lim
z!0 Sz.B/Y D limz!0.zI C B/
−1Y
by Theorem 2.2. On the other hand, we have
.zI C B/Y D .zI C YA/Y D Y.zI C AY/:
Using Theorem 2.3, .zI C B/−1; .zI C YA/−1 and .zI C AY/−1 are well-defined
provided that z =D 0 and z =D −k.B/.k D 1; : : : ; s/, i.e., z =2 .−AY/. In this case,
we can get
.zI C B/−1YDY.zI C AY/−1
D.zI C YA/−1Y:
Although .zI C AY/−1, the resolvent of −AY, has a pole at z D 0, but, as z ! 0, the
limit on the left of the first equality above is existent. Therefore we obtain (2.9a) and
(2.9b).
Note that 1 − xSz.x/ D z=.x C z/, and can get (2.9c) from Theorem 2.2. This
completes the proof. 
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Remark 2.2. Denote the spectral components of G associated with k.G/ by
Zkj .G/. Note that Zkj .−G/ D .−1/jZkj .G/ by the expression of Zkj .G/ as given
in [11,15], we can use the spectral theorem to get the resolvent of −AY
.zI C AY/−1 D
sX
kD0
mk−1X
jD0
j W
.z C k/jC1 Zkj .AY /;
where 0 denotes the eigenvalue 0 of AY, and z =2 .−AY/.
Since rank.AY / D dim AT D dim T D rank Y , we get N.AY/ D N.Y /. Thus,
by (1.12a), we have R.AY/  N.AY/ D Cm, which means that m0 D 1, i.e., the
group inverse .AY /# exists. Hence, Z00.AY / D I − AY.AY/#. From AYZ00.AY / D
0 it follows that YZ00.AY / D 0 by N.AY/ D N.Y /. Therefore the premultiplication
of .zI C AY/−1 by Y has the effect of eliminating the singular part of .zI C AY/−1
at z D 0.
Similarly, we can prove that .YA/# exists and Z00.YA/Y D 0. Therefore .zI C
YA/−1Y has no singularity at z D 0.
From now on, suppose the parameter matrix Y satisfies not only the condition
R.Y / D T and N.Y / D S (2.0)
but also the condition
k.YA/ > 0; (2.10)
i.e., YA (or AY) has only nonnegative eigenvalues, in which case we denote the max-
imal and minimal positive eigenvalues of YA (or AY) by M D max.YA/ and m D
min.YA/, respectively. Thus, by Theorem 2.3, all the eigenvalues of B D YAjT are
positive real numbers, M D max.B/, and m D min.B/.
If we choose the real parameter  such that
0 <  < 2=max.YA/ (2.11a)
or equivalently,
.I − B/ D maxfj1 − mj; j1 − M jg < 1; (2.11b)
then the regular inverse B−1 has the well-known Neumann expansion
B−1 D 
1X
kD0
.I − B/k:
Hence, by Theorem 2.1, we can get
A.2/T ;S D 
1X
kD0
.I − B/kY: (2.12)
Using the fact that Bj Y D .YA/j Y; j D 0; 1; : : : and switching from linear transfor-
mations to matrices, from expansion (2.12) it follows that
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A
.2/
T ;S D 
1X
kD0
.I − YA/kY: (2.13a)
Additionally, because
.PT − YA/jT D .PT − YAPT /jT D I − B
and
.PS? − YA/jS? D .PS? − YAPS?/jS? D I − .YAjS?/;
the equalities
.I − B/D.PT − YA/ D .PT − YAPT / D .PS? − AY/
D.PS? − PS?AY/
hold by Theorem 2.3. Therefore all the following conditions are equivalent:
0 <  < 2=max.YA/; (2.11a)
max
k.YA/ =D0
j1 − k.YA/j < 1; (2.11b)
.PT − YA/ < 1; (2.11c)
.PT − YAPT / < 1; (2.11d)
.PS? − PS?AY/ < 1; (2.11e)
.PS? − AY/ < 1: (2.11f)
Hence noting that PT Y D Y and YPS? D Y , we can transform expansion (2.13a)
into the following forms:
A
.2/
T ;S D 
1X
kD0
Y .I − AY/k; (2.13b)
A
.2/
T ;S D 
1X
kD0
.PT − YA/kY (2.14a)
D .PT ? C YA/−1Y; (2.15a)
and
A
.2/
T ;S D 
1X
kD0
Y .PS? − AY/k (2.14b)
D Y .PS C AY/−1: (2.15b)
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Summarizing the above results, we get the following.
Corollary 2.2. Let the parameter matrix Y 2 Cnm satisfy conditions (2.0) and
(2.10), and let the real parameter  satisfy condition (2.11a). Then conditions (2.11a)
–(2.11f) are equivalent, A.2/T ;S has the Neumann-type expansions (2.13a), (2.13b) and
(2.14a), (2.14b), and moreover, A.2/T ;S has the closed form expressions (2.15a) and
(2.15b).
Based on the Neumann-type expansions (2.13a), (2.13b) and (2.14a), (2.14b), we
can easily construct the iterative methods for A.2/T ;S.
Write
Xn D
nX
kD0
.I − YA/kY
D
nX
kD0
Y .I − AY/k:
Then the corresponding Picard iteration scheme is
X0 D Y; XnC1 D .I − YA/Xn C X0; n D 0; 1; : : : (2.16a)
or
X0 D Y; XnC1 D Xn.I − AY/ C X0; n D 0; 1; : : : (2.16b)
To get an error estimation for these iterations, we note that
A
.2/
T ;S − Xn D
1X
kDnC1
.I − YA/kY D 
1X
kDnC1
.PT − YA/kY
D.PT − YA/nC1
1X
kD0
.PT − YA/kY D .PT − YA/nC1A.2/T ;S:
Since .PT − YA/ < 1, we can take an  > 0 satisfying
q D .PT − YA/ C  < 1: (2.17)
Hence, there exists a matrix norm k  k, with kIk D 1, such that
kPT − YAk 6 q < 1:
Using this matrix norm, from the above equalities it follows that
kA.2/T ;S − Xnk 6 qnC1kA.2/T ;Sk (2.18a)
or from (2.14a)
kA.2/T ;S − Xnk 6 qnC1.1 − q/−1kYk: (2.18b)
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Moreover, since
A
.2/
T ;S − XnC1 D.PT − YA/
1X
kDnC1
.PT − YA/kY
D.PT − YA/.A.2/T ;S − Xn/;
we get
kA.2/T ;S − XnC1k 6 qkA.2/T ;S − Xnk; (2.19)
which means that iterations (2.16a) and (2.16b) are of first order.
Furthermore, we can establish the pth-order hyperpower iterations for A.2/T ;S based
on the above Neumann-type expansions.
Let p > 2 be an integer and write
QXn D
pn−1X
kD0
.I − YA/kY
D
pn−1X
kD0
Y .I − AY/k:
Then the corresponding iterative scheme is
QX0 D Y; QXnC1 D QXn
2
4p−1X
kD0
.I − A QXn/k
3
5 ; n D 0; 1; : : : (2.20a)
or
QX0 D Y; QXnC1 D
2
4p−1X
kD0
.I − QXnA/k
3
5 QXn; n D 0; 1; : : : (2.20b)
Similarly, we have
A
.2/
T ;S − QXn D .PT − YA/p
n
1X
kD0
.PT − YA/kY D .PT − YA/pnA.2/T ;S:
Thus, for the q shown in (2.17) and the corresponding matrix norm k  k, we can get
kA.2/T ;S − QXnk 6 qp
nkA.2/T ;Sk; (2.21a)
or
kA.2/T ;S − QXnk 6 qp
n
.1 − q/−1kYk: (2.21b)
In order to prove that the order of convergence of these iterations (2.20a) and
(2.20b) ) is p, we use formulas (1.13) to get
YAA
.2/
T ;S D Y and A.2/T ;SAY D Y (2.22)
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from which it follows that
.PT − YA/A.2/T ;SA D A.2/T ;SA.A.2/T ;SA − YA/: (2.23)
Using (2.23) repeatedly, we can get
.A
.2/
T ;SA − QXnA/p D T.PT − YA/p
n
A
.2/
T ;SAUp D A.2/T ;SA.A.2/T ;SA − YA/p
nC1
:
On the other hand,
A
.2/
T ;SA − QXnC1A D .PT − YA/p
nC1
A
.2/
T ;SA D A.2/T ;SA.A.2/T ;SA − YA/p
nC1
:
Hence we have the equality
A
.2/
T ;SA − QXnC1A D .A.2/T ;SA − QXnA/p; (2.24)
the postmultiplication of which by A.2/T ;S yields
A
.2/
T ;S − QXnC1 D.A.2/T ;SA − QXnA/pA.2/T ;S
D.A.2/T ;SA − QXnA/p−1.A.2/T ;S − QXn/; (2.25)
where we used the fact that QXkAA.2/T ;S D QXk; k D 0; 1; : : :
Thus we get eventually
kA.2/T ;S − QXnC1k2 6 kAkp−12 kA.2/T ;S − QXnkp2 ; (2.26)
proving that the order of convergence of iterations (2.20a) and (2.20b) is p.
So far, we have proved the next corollary.
Corollary 2.3. Let Y 2 Cnm satisfy (2.0) and (2.10), and let  satisfy (2.11a).
Then:
(1) Iterations (2.16a) and (2.16b) converge to A.2/T ;S, and their order of conver-
gence is one. Moreover, the error estimations for these iterations are given by (2.18a)
and (2.18b).
(2) Iterations (2.20a) and (2.20b) converge to A.2/T ;S, and their order of conver-
gence is p. Moreover, the error estimations for these iterations are given by (2.21a)
and (2.21b).
Remark 2.3. Some results on the iterative methods for A.2/T ;S have been obtained in
[8], and our results obtained in this paper improved those given there.
Remark 2.4. Suppose we set X0 D Y , where Y satisfies (2.0) and (2.10). By the
same argument as that used in [20, pp. 166, 167, Corollary 2.1], we can prove that
each of conditions (2.11a)–(2.11f) is also necessary for the convergence of the ex-
pansions
1X
kD0
.I − X0A/kX0; (2.13a)
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and
1X
kD0
X0.I − AX0/k; (2.13b)
as well for the convergence of the iterations of forms (2.16a), (2.16b) and (2.20a),
(2.20b).
3. Applications to traditional generalized inverses and other outer inverses
Most traditional generalized inverses of matrices are the outer inverses of the
form A.2/T ;S . For example, the Moore–Penrose inverse A
C
, the weighted Moore–Pen-
rose inverse ACM;N , the Drazin inverse A.d/, the group inverse A#, the Bott–Duffin
inverse A.−1/.L/ [1], the constrained inverse .APL/C [2, p. 68, Definition 3.6.1], the
Drazin inverse Ad;W of a rectangular matrix A [9], and the generalized Bott–Duffin
inverse A.C/.L/ [4] are some of the outer inverses. Therefore all the results obtained
in the preceding section are applicable to these inverses. Moreover, since reflex-
ive inverses (i.e., f1; 2g-inverses), and f2; 3g-, f2; 4g-, f2; 3; 4g-inverses are also the
outer inverses of the form A.2/T ;S, so that our results on A
.2/
T ;S are similarly applicable
to such inverses.
In this section, we will specifically give various representations and iterative
methods for the traditional and other generalized inverses. In order to do this, we
first state four lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 T5; Lemma 1:2U. Let A 2 Cmn. Then, for the inverses AC, ACM;N , Ad;W
and .APL/C, one has:
(a) AC D A.2/R.A/;N.A/.
We note that from the fact that AR.A/  N.A/ D Cm, it follows that the outer
inverse A.2/R.A/;N.A/ of the matrix A exists uniquely by Lemma 1.1. On the other
hand, we know that ACAAC D AC;R.AC/ D R.A/, and N.AC/ D N.A/. There-
fore AC is precisely the outer inverse A.2/R.A/;N.A/.
(b) ACM;N D A.2/N−1R.A/;M−1N.A/,
where M and N are Hermitian positive definite matrices of order m and n, respec-
tively.
(c) Ad;W D .WAW/.2/R.A.WA/k/;N..WA/k/,
where W 2 Cnm and k D index.WA/.
We note that since index.WA/ D k, we have rank A.WA/k D rank.WA/k
6 rank WAW , and WAW R.A.WA/k/  N..WA/k/ D Cn. Hence the f2g-inverse
.WAW/
.2/
R.A.WA/k/;N..WA/k/
exists uniquely by Lemma 1.1. On the other hand, the
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inverse Ad;W is a f2g-inverse of WAW since Ad;WWAWAd;W D Ad;W by the
definition of Ad;W , and R.Ad;W/ D AR..WA/k/ and N.Ad;W / D N..WA/k/ by
the explicit expression Ad;W D AT.WA/.d/U2 given in [9]. Therefore Ad;W is exactly
the f2g-inverse .WAW/.2/
R.A.WA/k/;N..WA/k/
of WAW.
(d) .APL/C D A QL;.A QL/? ,
where L is a subspace of Cn and QL D R.PLA/.
We further note that, if we set X D .APL/C, then it is easy to verify that R.X/ D
R..APL/
/ D QL, N.X/ D N..APL// D R.APL/? D .AL/? D .A QL/?, and
XAX D X by PLX D X. Thus X D A.2/QL;.A QL/? :
(e) A.d/ D A.2/
R.Ak/;N.Ak/
,
where k D index.A/; in particular, A# D A.2/R.A/;N.A/.
(f) A.−1/.L/ D A.2/L;L?,
where L is a subspace of Cn and satisfies AL  L? D Cn.
(g) A.C/.L/ D A.2/QL; QL? ,
where L is a subspace of Cn, QL D R.PLA/, and A is a L-p.s. d. matrix, which means
that A is an Hermitian matrix with two properties [4, Definition 2]:
xAx > 0 for all x 2 L
and
xAx D 0 and x 2 L implies Ax D 0:
Lemma 3.2 T6; Lemma 2:6U. Let A 2 Cmn, let T be a subspace of Cn, and let QL D
R.PLA
/. Then:
(1) QL has the following properties:
A QLDAL; dim A QL D dim QL; L D QL  L \ N.A/;
QL? DL?  L \ N.A/; QL?L \ N.A/:
(2) Let E D TE1; E2U be of full column rank and satisfy that L D R.E/ and L \
N.A/ D R.E1/, and let Q D .I − E1EC1 /E2. Then
QL D R.Q/:
Lemma 3.3. Let A 2 Cmn, let T and S be subspaces of Cn and Cm, respectively,
and let E and F satisfy
T D R.E/ and S D N.F/: (3.1)
In addition, we denote the f2; i; j g-inverse of A having the range T and null space
S by A.2;i;j/T ;S . Then:
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.1/ A.2/T ;S exists () dim T D dim AT and AT  S D Cm
() dim S? D dim AS? and AS?  T ? D CnI
A
.2/
T ;S D E.FAE/CF () rank E D rank F D rank FAE:
.2/ A.2;3/T ;S exists () dim T D dim AT and S? D AT I
A
.2;3/
T ;S D E.AE/C () rank E D rank AE and R.F / D R.AE/:
.3/ A.2;4/T ;S exists () dim S? D dim AS? and T D AS?I
A
.2;4/
T ;S D .FA/CF () rank F D rank FA and R.E/ D R.AF /:
.4/ A.2;3;4/T ;S exists () T D AS? and S? D AAS?;
() S? D AT and T D AAT I
A
.2;3;4/
T ;S D .FA/CF () R.E/ D R.AF / and N.F/ D N.FAA/;
A
.2;3;4/
T ;S D E.AE/C () R.F / D R.AE/ and R.E/ D R.AAE/:
.5/ A.1;2/T ;S exists () T  N.A/ D Cn and R.A/  S D CmI
A
.1;2/
T ;S D E.FAE/CF () rank E D rank F D rank FAE D rank A:
.6/ A.1;2;3/T ;S exists () T  N.A/ D Cn and S D N.A/I
A
.1;2;3/
T ;S D E.AE/C () rank E D rank AE D rank A and
N.F/ D N.A/:
.7/ A.1;2;4/T ;S exists () T D R.A/ and R.A/  S D CmI
A
.1;2;4/
T ;S D .FA/CF () rank F D rank FA D rank A and
R.E/ D R.A/:
Proof. (1): Using Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1.1, we can easily get the necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of A.2/T ;S . Moreover, we known that if A
.2/
T ;S
exists, then it is unique, and so are the other A.2;i;j/T ;S .
It is known that [1, pp. 60, 61, Theorem 11] A.2/R.E/;N.F / D E.FAE/CF if and on-
ly if rank E D rank F D rank FAE. Note that (3.1), we can get that A.2/T ;S D
E.FAE/CF if and only if rank E D rank F D rank FAE.
Indeed, if T D R.E/ and S D N.F/, then dim T D dim AT () rank E
D rank AE, and AT  S D Cm () rank FAE D rank AE and rank AE
D rank F . Hence, the conditions dim T D dim AT and AT  S D Cm are equivalent
to rank E D rank F D rank FAE.
(2) and (3): From the formulas
AA
.2/
T ;S D PAT;S and A.2/T ;SA D PT;.AS?/?; (1.13)
we can get the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of A.2;3/T ;S and
A
.2;4/
T ;S .
Let us now set X D E.AE/C. It is obvious that X 2 Af2; 3g; rankX D rank AE
and N.X/ D N..AE//. If X D A.2;3/T ;S , then we have rank E D rank AE and
N.F/ D N..AE//. Conversely, if rank E D rank AE and R.F / D R.AE/, then
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X D A.2;3/R.E/;N.F / D A.2;3/T ;S . Similarly, we can prove that A.2;4/T ;S D .FA/CF if and
only if rank F D rank FA and R.E/ D R.AF /.
(4): It follows from (2) and (3).
(5): See [1, pp. 60, 61, Theorem 11 and p. 62, Corollary 9].
(6) and (7): It is easily proved by the formulas that
AA
.1;2/
T ;S D PR.A/;S and A.1;2/T ;S A D PT;N.A/:
This completes the proof. 
It is seen that the parameter matrix Y used in the basic representation and the limit
representation for A.2/T ;S satisfies the single condition (2.0), and the matrix Y used
in the Neumann-type expansions and the corresponding iterations for A.2/T ;S needs to
satisfy the condition (2.0) and the nonnegativity condition (2.10). We now denote
these two different choices of the matrix Y by Y1 and Y2, respectively.
The next lemma gives a possible choice of Y1 and Y2.
Lemma 3.4. Let A; T and S be the same as in Lemma 1.1, and suppose conditions
(1.12a)–(1.12d) are valid. Additionally, let E and F be such that
T D R.E/ and S D N.F/: (3.2)
Then:
.1/ Y1 D EF (3.3a)
satisfies (2.0) provided that both E and F  are of full column rank.
.2/ Y2 D E.FAE/F (3.3b)
satisfies (2.0) and (2.10), where E and F  need not be of full column rank.
(3) The choice of the parameter  associated with Y2 shown in (3.3b) is
0 <  < 2=max.Y2A/ D 2kFAEk−22 : (3.4)
Moreover, if rank Y2A D rank FAE > 2, then a more convenient choice of such  is
0 <  6 2=tr.Y2A/ D 2kFAEk−2F : (3.5)
Proof. The proof of (1) is easy. Now consider Y2 shown in (3.3b). It is obvious that
R.Y2/  T and N.Y2/  S. Moreover,
rank Y2 > rank .EE/CY2.F F/C D rank EECAFCF
Drank PT APS? D dim PT AS? D dim T ;
by condition (1.12d). This proves R.Y2/ D T and N.Y2/ D S. Additionally,
Y2A (or AY2) has all the same nonzero eigenvalues as the Hermitian nonnegative
definite matrix .FAE/.FAE/. Thus Y2 satisfies .2:0/ and .2:10/. Using (2.11a),
we can get (3.4). When rank FAE > 2, kFAEk2F > kFAEk22 and we obtain (3.5).
This completes the proof. 
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In the following theorem we give a useful variant of the pth-order iterations
(2.20a) and (2.20b) for A.2/T ;S .
Theorem 3.1. Let A; T ; S;E; F; Y2; and  be the same as in Lemma 3.4, and let
p > 2 be an integer. Then we have the pth-order iterations for A.2/T ;S of the followingforms:
Z0 D .FAE/;
ZkC1 D
2
4p−1X
jD0
.I − ZkFAE/j
3
5Zk; (3.6a)
XkC1 D EZkC1F; k D 0; 1; : : :
or
Z0 D .FAE/;
ZkC1 D Zk
2
4p−1X
jD0
.I − FAEZk/j
3
5 ; (3.6b)
XkC1 D EZkC1F; k D 0; 1; : : :
Moreover, if we let
q1 D maxfj1 − mj; j1 − M jg; (3.7)
where M and m are the maximal and minimal positive eigenvalues of .FAE/
FAE, respectively, then
0 6 q1 D .PT − Y2A/ < 1;
and the error estimation for either of the iterations in (3.6a) and (3.6b) is
kA.2/T ;S − Xkk2 6 qp
k
1 k.FAE/Ck2kEk2kFk2; (3.6c)
or
kA.2/T ;S − Xkk2 6 qp
k
1 .1 − q1/−1kFAEk2kEk2kFk2: (3.6d)
Additionally,
kA.2/T ;S − XkC1k2 6 kAkp−12 kA.2/T ;S − Xkkp2 : (3.6e)
Proof. When Y D Y2 D E.FAE/F and 0 <  < 2kFAEk−22 , we can transform
the Neumann-type expansion (2.13a) into
A
.2/
T ;S DE
2
4
1X
jD0
.I − .FAE/FAE/j .FAE/
3
5F
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DE
2
4
1X
jD0
.FAE/.I − .FAE/FAE/j
3
5F;
and moreover, we have the Neumann-type expansions for .FAE/C
.FAE/C D
1X
jD0
.I − .FAE/FAE/j .FAE/
D
1X
jD0
.FAE/.I − FAE.FAE//j
Using the formula A.2/T ;S D E.FAE/CF shown in Lemma 3.3(1), the required results
can be deduced. The proof thus is completed. 
We note in passing that if both E and F  are of full column rank, then FAE is
nonsingular, and Zk ! .FAE/−1 as k ! 1.
On the basis of Lemmas 3.1–3.4 and Theorem 3.1, we can give the specific choice
of Y1 and Y2 needed in the various representations and iterative methods for the
traditional generalized inverses as well as for the other f2; i; j g-inverses.
Corollary 3.1. If the assumptions and notations are the same as in Lemmas 3.1 and
3.2, then a possible choice for the matrices Y1 and Y2 required in the representations
and the iterations for the traditional generalized inverses is as shown in Table 1.
Proof. We prove only that Y1 and Y2 for Ad;W fulfill the requirement. Note that
because N..WA/kC1/ D N..WA/k/, it is seen that Y1 D A.WA/k satisfies (2.0).
Using formula (3.3b), in which the matrix A is replaced by WAW, E D A.WA/k ,
and F D .WA/k , we can get Y2 as in Table 1.
This completes the proof. 
Table 1
G:I: Y1 Y2
AC A A
AC
M;N
N−1AM N−1AM
Ad;W A.WA/
k A.WA/k.WA/2kC2.WA/k
.APL/
C Q.AQ/ Q.AQ/
A.d/ Ak AkA2kC1Ak
A
.−1/
.L/
EE EEAEE
A
.C/
.L/
QQ QQAQQ
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Table 2
X 2 Af2; i; j g Y1 Y2
(condition) (condition)
A.2;3/ E.AE/
.rank E D rank AE and R.F / D R.AE// Same as for Y1
A.2;4/ .FA/F
.rank F D rank FA and R.E/ D R.AF // Same as for Y1
A.2;3;4/ E.AE/
.R.F / D R.AE/ and R.E/ D R.AAE//
or .FA/F Same as for Y1
.R.E/ D R.AF / and N.F/ D N.FAA//
A.1;2/ EF E.FAE/F
(E and F  are of full column rank, .rank E D rank F
and rank E D rank F D rank A/ D rank FAE D rank A/
A.1;2;3/ EP  E.AE/
(E is of full column rank, and (rank E D rank AE D rank A/
rank E D rank A/
A.1;2;4/ QF .FA/F
(F is of full row rank, and (rank F D rank FA D rank A/
rank F D rank A/
Corollary 3.2. Let A 2 Cmn, X 2 Cnm, and let E and F satisfy the conditions
R.E/ D R.X/ and N.F/ D N.X/. In addition, let A D PQ be a full-rank decom-
position of A. Then a possible choice of Y1 and Y2 needed in the representations and
iterations for the f2; i; j g-inverse X, denoted by A.2;i;j/, is as shows in Table 2.
Proof. It is seen that every Y2 shown in Table 2 has the property k.Y2A/ > 0. We
now proceed to prove that every such Y2 can be used in the Neumann-type expansion
and the iteration for the corresponding f2; i; j g-inverse X. Here we consider only
Y2 D E.AE/ for A.2;3;4/, where E satisfies the conditions R.F / D R.AE/ and
R.E/ D R.AAE/.
Let 0 <  < 2=max.AY2/ D 2kAEk−22 , and let
Xk D
kX
jD0
.I − E.AE/A/jE.AE/
DE
2
4
kX
jD0
.I − .AE/AE/j .AE/
3
5 :
Then fXkg is convergent by Corollary 2.2, and G D limk!1 Xk D E.AE/C. By
Lemma 3.3(4), G is exactly the given f2; 3; 4g-inverse X.
This completes the proof. 
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Remark 3.1. Corollary 3.2 answers the following question: for a given X2Af2;i;j g
with the range R.E/ and null space N.F/, which initial matrix X0 D Y2 is suitable
to the iteration for X of forms (2.20a) and (2.20b).
Conversely, when an initial matrix X0 is given, how can we determine if an it-
eration from (2.20a) or (2.20b) converges? If the iteration is convergent, how can
we tell which f2; i; j g- inverse its limit matrix is? Summarizing the results stated
in Corollary 2.2 and 2.3, Remark 2.4, and Lemma 3.3, we can answer these two
questions as follows.
Let the initial matrix X0 D Y , where  is a nonzero scalar and suppose Y satisfies
k.YA/ > 0, then an iteration from (2.20a) or (2.20b) converges if and only if 0 <
 < 2=max.YA/, in which case the limit matrix X of the iteration is a f2g-inverse
of A with range R.X0/ and null space N.X0/, i.e., X D A.2/R.X0/;N.X0/. The explicit
expression of X is X D .PR.X0/?C X0A/−1X0 D X0.PN.X0/ C AX0/−1. Using X0,
we can furthermore determine which f2; i; j g-inverse X is.
For example, let the initial matrix X0 D E.AE/, where E is an arbitrary n  m
or n  n matrix, then the corresponding iteration converges if and only if 0 <  <
2kAEk−22 , in which case the limit matrix of the iteration is X D A.2/R.X0/;N.X0/. Fur-
ther, note that rank X0 D rank AX0 and N.X0/ D N..AE// D .AR.X0//?, we can
conclude that X D X0.AX0/C D A.2;3/ by Lemma 3.3(2). We have X D E.AE/C
since X0.AX0/C D E.AE/C. But, X =D A.2/R.E/;N..AE// if rank AE < rank E, since
rank X D rank AX0 D rank AE < rank E.
We now attempt to explore the connection of our results with the known ones.
Remark 3.2. In fact, Table 1 includes many known results such as the representa-
tions (1.1) (in the finite dimensional case), (1.2) and (1.6a), (1.6b), and the iterations
(1.7) and (1.8) for AC, and the representations (1.3) and (1.5) for A.d/.
There are other choices for the parameter matrix Y, which are different from those
shown in Table 1. For example, for the Drazin inverse A.d/ D A.2/
R.Ak/;N.Ak/
, where
k D index.A/, we can take Y1 D PR.Ak/;N.Ak/ D AA.d/. In this case, since Y1A D
AY1, so that Y1AjR.Ak/ D AY1jR.Ak/ D AjR.Ak/. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, we can
obtain the representation mentioned in Section 1
A.d/ D .AjR.Ak//−1PR.Ak/;N.Ak/: (1.4)
This representation for A.d/ can be used to get a new proof of Greville’s algorithm
for A.d/ given in [12].
In addition, the inverse A.2/T ;S itself can be taken as a choice for Y2, giving rise to
the representations for A.2/T ;S , and the corresponding  satisfies 0 <  < 2. Thus, by
Corollary 2.2, we get immediately the following expansions given in [14,
pp. 192–193]:
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OA D 
1X
kD0
.I −  OAA/k OA . OA is an outer inverse/;
A.d/ D 
1X
kD0
.I − AA.d//kA.d/;
A−r D 
1X
kD0
.I − A−r A/kA−r .A−r is a reflexive inverse/;
and
AC D 
1X
kD0
.I − ACA/kAC;
where 0 <  < 2.
Remark 3.3. The pth-order hyperpower method for A.1;2;3/ and A.1;2;4/ as given in
[19] is a variant of Tanabe’s methods (1.10a) and (1.10b). This result is obviously a
special case of our result established in Theorem 3.1.
Next we consider Monch’s iteration [17]
XkC1 D Xk C Xk.I − AXk/; k D 0; 1; : : : (1.11)
with the initial matrix X0 D Z.AZ/ or X0 D .ZA/Z, where A 2 Cmn is giv-
en and Z 2 Cnm is arbitrary. By Remark 3.1, since X0 is of the form Y , where Y
satisfies k.YA/ > 0, so that (1.11) converges if and only if 0 <  < 2kAZk−22 and
0 <  < 2kZAk−22 , respectively, in which case its limit matrices are G1 D Z.AZ/C
and G2 D .ZA/CZ, respectively. We obtain G1 D A.2;3/ and G2 D A.2;4/ for an
arbitrary Z.
We have rank G1 D rank AZ;R.G1/ D R.Z.AZ// and N.G1/ D N..AZ//,
where Z is arbitrary. If Z satisfies R.Z/ D R.AAZ/, then G1 D A.2;3;4/ by Lemma
3.3(4). Similarly, G2 D A.2;3;4/ if Z satisfies N.Z/ D N.ZAA/. Moreover, if Z
is such that rank Z D rank AZ D rank A, then G1 D A.1;2;3/; and G2 D A.1;2;4/ if
rank Z D rank ZA D rank A. Lastly, if we take Z D A, or X0 D A with 0 <  <
2kAk−22 , then G1 D G2 D AC.
Remark 3.4. In the second-order iteration for A.d/ presented in [3, p. 228], au-
thors take X0 D Ak.k D index.A//, and assume the parameter  =D 0 such that
maxi.A/ =D0 j1 − i.A/kC1j < 1. Such  is indeed difficult to choose, or nonexis-
tent. However, if we take X0 D Y2, where Y2 D AkA2kC1Ak as in Table 1, then it
suffices to select  as in (3.4), i.e.,
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0 <  < 2kA2kC1k−22
or simply,
0 <  6 2kA2kC1k−2F
provided that rank A2kC1 D rank Ak > 2.
In general, for an iteration of forms (2.20a) and (2.20b), if X0 D Y without
the condition k.YA/ > 0, then the parameter  =D 0 such that maxk.YA/ =D0 j1 −
k.YA/j < 1 may be nonexistent. Therefore, in construction of the Neumann-type
expansion or the iterative method for generalized inverses of matrices, it is essen-
tial to choose the parameter matrix Y satisfying not only condition (2.0) but also
condition (2.10).
4. Final remark
In Section 2, we have alreadly established the representation for A.2/T ;S
A.2/T ;S D .YAjT /−1Y: (2.1)
Indeed, A.2/T ;S has many such representations, for example,
A.2/T ;S D.AjT /−1PAT ;S
D.AAjT /−1APAT ;S;
A.2/T ;S D.PS?AjT /−1PS?
D.APS?AjT /−1APS?;
and
A.2/T ;S D .WAjT /−1W;
where W 2L.Cm; Cm/ satisfies the conditions R.W/ D S? and N.W/ D S.
We have seen that representation (2.1) can be used to obtain various iterative
methods for A.2/T ;S . Moreover, it is most important that, selecting appropriately the pa-
rameter matrix Y, a number of known results on the representation and iterative meth-
od for the traditional inverses and the other f2g-inverses can be obtained. Therefore,
representation (2.1) is a basic representation for A.2/T ;S .
The basic representation (2.1) for A.2/T ;S has also other applications. For example,
we can use it to give a new proof of the Faddeev-type finite algorithms for A.2/T ;S ob-
tained in [7], and to establish a class of iterative methods for A.2/T ;S based on functional
interpolation. These topics will be studied elsewhere.
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